
"No man is truly free as long as any man is bound ."

The spirit of the Avatar
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In previous readings, Cosmic Awareness has indicated that Bill, (who has requested we not publish his Last name )
was a Wanderer, who has traveled far, gathered information, and returns to share much which can assist in the work
which shall soon be entering a new and powerful phase for establishing the new world, as has long been prophesied .
Awareness indicated that Bill is one of the key members of a group of Wanderers who have been working through

ny lifetimes for the rifting of the vibrations on this planet . After many years of searching for God, Bill is n om
capable of pure surrender, able to open his Crown Cha►ra to allow his subconscious access to the Super Conscious-
ness and thus allow the Christ Consciousness to witness through his channel . Bill's letters to the staff of C .A.C . are
now being published as an additional service to the membership . The response from the membership to Bill 's letters
has been overwhelming : entities are writing every day . "Let's hear more from Bill ." Also, Bill is currently channel-
ing a tremendous mount of material and sending it to us almost daily, so we see no reason you should not hear
from this entity as you request . Although some of his channelings may appear to conflict with previous information
from Awareness, Bill's frame of reference is from `the Plane of Oneness '--the true Reality that views the illusion .
Awareness has iitdic ted that It sees no contradiction in ,tBil .l 's frame of reference and in his channelings .

THE AWAKENING OF THE AVATARS (Continued )

Dear Avaton . . . .
Well, how's everything? Son of a gun, it's amazing and awfully humbling to hear that those readings are
`striking a chord' with your readers . I never would've believed it . But it emphasizes the need for keeping
the channelings pure and not letting the `rational mind' or personal opinions contaminate them . I'd been
having a terrible battle with the "rational mind" concerning the Beatles . Trying to bring through clea r
channelings regarding the Beatles has been very hard . But with the help of that editorial you wrote, th e
"rational mind" is beginning to be cleared of its prejudice and hypocrisy .
Concerning that first letter to you, where it describes building an accelerator-pyramid machine . it would

be well to have a follow-up  some kind warning entities NOT to ever try to build one of these machines ,
because it can get them killed . When I tried using that machine as a "hyperspace cannon " on the `Counci l
of 13', I found that they are far more adept at that sort of thing than I was . They `whipped my ass', a s
Jimmy Carter would say . No matter how good the motive, no entity should ever try to use psionics agains t
the Luciferians, because that is their home turf . You become a rabbit in a lion's cage when you meddle with
these forces . Entities have to go to a plane higher than the Luciferians have any access to, and that way the
Light radiations are energized for planetary healing .

I know you don 't have a particular fondness for the Summit Lighthouse group, but they have a tape tha t
is super-good concerning the  subject . It's called "Confidential File 10017", and concerns the occult
side of the Conspiracy and how entities can help neutralize it from a higher• plane of consciousness . Its infor-
mation does net penetrate a .11 the way to the inner circle of the "Council of 13", but it is `par exellance' a s
far as it goes . Lt 's oriented toward entities who are "in the world but not of it ". I think the price is $15 .00 .
Summit Lighthouse also puts out a catalog of all their stuff . I think if you just saw this catalog, you 'd see
the tremendous Light that this outfit is putting out . The beauty of their stuff is, it 's geared to being "in th e
world, hut not of it", establishing a Grace that permits entities to be channels of God while still living an d
functioning in the world . Granted, it 's only an intermediate level, but there are still so many entities whose
unloldment is at that level .

As far as Clare Prophet having "copied" from C .A.C ., the fact is, they both went to the Source . That is wh y
there's such a ring of similarity in the two channels in certain areas . Their channelings have an error rate o f
about 10%, and I only hope I can keep my own channel that clear, and keep the "rational mind" and prejud-
ice subdued at all times. (This letter became a channeling at this point) .
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AVATARIC COMPAN Y

Concerning the Avataric Company (many of whom are in Clare Prophet's group), these entities have ofte n
suffered great calamities and upheavals in their lives . Often, as it was with me, it is these sufferings that initiat e
the search for God .

The Avatar's suffering, whether physical or emotional, is a fairly accurate barometer of the "karmi c
pressures' in the world .. These sufferings are a "flow meter" of the karmic `steam' that's being jetted out into
hyperspace. These Avatars are generally very perplexed by their sufferings, thinking it must be personal karm a
or past-life karma that they are experiencing . They sometimes feel very guilty at this stage of their awakening ,
thinking, "I sure must have been a terrible hellion in my past lives to bring all this karma on myself . "

But as their spiritual awakening deepens, they find that it is world karma that they are venting, just as the y
themselves programmed it before coming down. (Or in the case of many of the Avatars, they are venting karm a
associated with a city or a region .) By and large, it is not personal karma that they are experiencing . And this
should be a cause for comfort and reassurance to these entities .

There is some personal karma involved to be sure, due to attachment to the world . And this is why it is so
vital that these Avatars return to their "First Love" and come under Grace again .

As it happens sometimes, an Avatar will get tangled in karma and worldly attachments, and be locked int o
a 2nd or even a 3rd embodiment before throwing off the karma . In some cases, they get locked in permantly ,
building a karmic backlog, and never get free . This has happened time and time again . There are Avatars who
came down thousands of years ago who are still here, having long forgotten their Avataric mission . Like a
diver going down into a sunken ship (as in the Edgar Cayce allegory), they became tangled and choked an d
never came up .

When Avatars make their plans, it all looks so clear-cut and straightforward, like the diver mapping out hi s
plans before the dive . Then, full of hope and exuberance, he dives down into the "sunken ship" in his heavy
"diving suit" of flesh . And suddenly the water is murky and turbulent and full of sharks, he has vertigo, an d
feels his air line being choked off. All the clear-cut plans are the furthest thing from his mind now . The only
reality at the moment is simply surviving in this mess . And that's how the Avatar sometimes gets trapped i n
karma and rebirth .

But if that trapped diver would just stop, take stock of his situation, and reconnoiter for a moment ., he 'd
find there's a life-line that he'd completely forgotten about . And that, to the Avatar, is Grace, making Go d
the first attachment through Pure Surrender . Through Grace, through the life-line, he can come back Hom e
to the surface, free of the entanglements and suffocation. And the same Grace applies to all humanity as well .
All they have to do is take it .

From the plane of Grace, you see the duality of the world and the karmic systems of the world from th e
vantage point of Oneness . It's just like viewing a city from a mountaintop instead of from within that city .
You see the whole thing as a unit instead of from down in the midst of it . All its ghettos and slums and high -
rises and factories and banks and rich neighborhoods are just one blob as you look at it . And suddenly it dawn
on you---"That place, that city down there in that murky, smoggy valley, with all the divisions and dissensions ,
full of pursuits that lead nowhere, is out of touch with Reality . Reality is here on this mountaintop in the sun ,
here in the Clear Light of heaven . Let's raise that city up . Let's move heaven and earth to move that city . Let's
rebuild it here on the mountains, in the Light . Let's not try to take the Light down there or make the Ligh t
conform to the narrow, stifling confines of that city . Let's rebuild it completely, up here in the Light, here
on the Mountain of God."

The "city", of course, is the earth as it is now. And the `mountai n ' is Higher Consciousness, or Grace estab -
lished by man's pure love for God .

The earth as it is now, the entirety of it, even the richest and most affluent parts of it, is truly the Skid Row
of the Cosmos . Yet that same earth is soon to be raised up out of the dinghy smog of karma and duality int o
the Clear Light of Christ. A transfigured humanity, each one immortal even in the flesh, will populate th e
New Earth .

The ending of karma and rebirth,-the closing of the Luciferian Experiment . will reveal the true Light o f
Lucifer, the great Light-Bringer . For only by seeing the depths of darkness can the earth become the Freedo m
Star. Shining brighter than any physical sun, the earth will illumine this whole sector of the universe, as th e
"Testament of Union, beacon unto the ages". That is the legacy and the destiny of this little mote called earth .

The unusually large number of Avatars who are in the earth now all came down by mutual agreement . It
was agreed that the first ones of the group to awaken would sound the note to help the others awaken, so tha t
hopefully none would get trapped in maya and reembodiments . The message of Grace, the Lifeline, is th e
Avatar's hope of regaining the Ascension . Pure Love, pure surrender to God, is the "Grace that will lead u s
home." And all humanity as well .

There has been another large-scale crumbling of the antichrist's hold on the earth . And some new wedges
of Light have been driven in . Today came the hostage release, perhaps not too significant in itself, but it ha s
generated a wave of thankfulness , of good will, of higher vibration that can be energized and accelerated stil l
further . If we all really jump on this with magic and prayer, before the waves die down, these energies can be
built higher and higher . Sparks of Light are glowing all over the earth right now . And they're momentarily
growing brighter, as if air were being fanned onto a bed of embers . It reminds you of stars appearing in th e
evening sky. If these embers can be fanned and fanned, if enough Light Workers will really get on this, these
embers can be fanned into a fire, then a conflagration, then into a great firestorm of Light that will swee p
the length and breadth of this planet .
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GOO'S GRACE IS NOT OF "THIS WORLD "
( A pep talk to the Avataric Company )

disk- \mu,
Some entities seem to feel that when they take up the it gD O cn~;S -

spiritual path, God's grace is going to come like a big sugar
plum fairy and give them a nice, rosy life in "this world" .
God is supposed to be a Cosmic Santa Claus waitin g
with bated breath to unload the goodies at entities '
beck and call . This channel would like to disillusion
you gently if this has been your concept of God .

The devotees of God, the true pioneers of the New Age ,
are not going to have an easy life in "this world". God's
grace is the Liberty that unbinds you from the karm a
of this world . But that doesn't mean life is going
to be a rose garden ht the material sense . God's
grace is the liberty to follow God alone, n o
matter if the whole world turns against yo u
and crucify you .

You are a pioneer in a wilderness, when you walk in
"this world" . You have come into "this world" not to have a party and a soft life . That is not the aim o r
the purpose of your embodiment here . You come from a country that is not of "this world" . Yet you are
here, just as if you had parachuted into a jungle with only the barest survival gear . You came in here to do a
job. And that is to transform this jungle, to make it into a habitable and fit place for life .

The Grace of God, which is pure surrender to your High Self, is your staff and sustenance in "this world" .
And sometimes the Grace of God may seem ferocious and terrible as Providence begins the process of your
awakening . The eradication of the ego, the cutting loose of the ties and dependencies of . " this world" is all
part of the Grace of God .

You are an Avatar, a Child of the Light . Your home is the Clear Light of heaven . And you're here in this
steamy snakepit because you volunteered to come here . You canoe as part of the Avataric force that is raisin g
this planet into the Clear Light, the same Light that is your Home .

So the Avatars should never feel cheated or disappointed if they're not having an easy, comfortable lif e
~. . here. The Avatar's reward is to see this world raised up in Resurrection, to see the `Clipper Ship'of humanit y

sail into the Golden Sea. The massive karma of the 20th Century is borne by the Avatars of today . It is not
retroactive back to Jesus' atonement on the cross . Jesus bore some of the karma of the world of his day, and
the Gospel writers reflect on this, saying "He hath taken upon him the sins of the world ." That applied to
THAT DAY. It is not a "vicarious atonement " for today like the literalists and fundamentalists believe .

Jesus' act of atonement was very widely-publicized as an example for future Avatars to follow. Jesus was
only one of many Avatars involved in Intercession . Jesus ' sufferings spanned a few hours, while other Avatars '
sufferings have spanned lifetimes. The actual amount of karma that Jesus vented for the world is not nearly a s
important as the legacy he left for all future Avatars : "Do this in remembrance of me". The tremendous
karmas that were to come onto the world over the next 2000 years had to be borne by many Avatars, espec-
ially right here in the closing decades of the 20th Century .

Right now, many of the Avatars are still seeking healing and solace for their troubles, still wanting an easy
life in "this world". The Avatars have sought escapism through drugs and license and every form of "medicine "
the world had to offer . Some have gone to healers and doctors and. psychiatrists seeking relief, and others have
tried to find God through religion, hoping for relief . But suffering dogged their heels no matter what . Some
would get one ailment cured only to have it pop out as another . Some of these entities, as they began to lear n
about such things as karma, developed guilt complexes, figuring ; "I must have done terrible things in my past
life to cause all this ."

Many entities who are in fact Avatars find themselves in this predicament . And there is only one possibl e
road to follow if all else has been a dead end . And that. is pure surrender, pure devotion to God even if i t
means cutting loose from everything else in the world . It may mean total austerity and total alienness in `this
world' . But you know what? You will have absolute peace and joy and serenity, knowing that you are in th e
Will of God, fully yielded as a channel of God, doing the very work of God . And it's possible to live an d
move in this state of pure surrender with no money or material sustenance of any kind, relying totally on th e
universe to supply- your needs day by day . Saint Francis and the Apostles and many Sanyasis and Sadhus o f
India have proved this to be so .

You feel the gentle touch of Light on the Chakra, knowing you're in contact with the Universe ,
knowing "God is the only Reality "

" God Ls Seer and Provider of all needs "
"God is my Source, my Life, and my Protection" .

And it is so . There is the perfect peace of KNOWING that all you do is done by God, even if "this world "
condemns you and crucify you for it . Sufferings will still come, but you bear them with grace and serenity ,
knowing that this is the karma of humanity being vented . And you're grateful to God for this .
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This is the Avatar's job here in this `jungle outpost' of the universe . It is tale Grace oZ God empowering the

Avatars to clear this jungle and make it the cradle of the Son of God, the Christed Humanity . It is the lighting

of the Freedom Star .
As long as we're still of "this world", we're still of the Luciferian consciousness . God's Grace is not o f

this world of duality and karma .

WHAT IS GOD ? (And how to contact God )

Many entities have heard it said that we must come to love God above all else in life before we can kno w
the moaning or purpose of existence. But most entities, conditioned to the programming of the "rational
mind", have difficulty forming a concept of God they can love .

A primitive Aborigine, on the other hand, is not crippled in this way . Perhaps we in our "enlightened" ,
scientific society could take a lesson from the Primitives on the nature of Reality . An Aborigine knows that
the heavens throb with life just as his own innards do . He knows, without the process of analysis or deductiv e
reasoning, that he is a part of the heavens, and that the intelligence and emotions within him are also in th e

heavens . He calls the heavens his Sky Father and the earth his Mother . He knows that the continuity of lov e
between the heavens and the earth is causal to all that appears in form. He doesn't stop to reason or analyz e

why he knows it . He hasn't degenerated that far yet . The Aborigine hasn't yet developed the "rational" think-
ing process that thinks it knows something apart from its Creator . The childlike, pure consciousness of th e

Aborigines and "primitives " is the closest thing today to the Adam-state .,

It's as natural and normal for the primitive to love nature and the Creator as for a child to love its parents .
To these people, life is their religion, and all their waking activities are predicated on their relationship t o
Sky Father and Mother Earth . They would have no reality apart from their Living Religion . (Many of these
people, like the American Indians, have been robbed of their pure religon by foreign invaders professin g

"Christianity" . )
But the primitives who still survive today are mankind's closest living link to the true God-State of man .

Gurus and Saints and Yogis and mystics have to spend their lives and energies seeking and holding the Realit y
that the primitive has never lost. Yet it is to that childlike and innocent purity that the entire race mus t
return .

God has been called the Cosmos, the Universe, the `Self-that-appears-as-ma n' , the `One-who-appears-as-the-
Many', and many other names familiar in religion, as well as ` Higher Consciousness' . God is all of these things .
God is the thermonuclear Primal Particle that radiates and sustains the visible universe as well as all the planes

of Hyperspace . God is the All-Intelligence of all the planes put together . God is the great living, emoting Bein g
who is the universe, and we are the "cells" in the Body of God . Just as each eel) in our bodies contains a per-
fect DNA replica of our body, we are the "DNA" in the Body of God .

Just as each cell in our bodies is in perfect "communication" with the rest of the body through the nerves,
so we are in communication with the Universe through the chakras.

The Universe, the Self, the Cosmic One,--that is the God man has forgotten . The "rational mind", the Lucif-
er, which separated man from God, was just like separating cells from a living body and trying to make the m
function. The "rational mind" closed down the chakras one by one, separating man from God just as surel y
as slicing the nerves in a living body . And so the Law of Karma had to be imposed to keep man alive at all i n
this dissociated, disconnected state .

The reopening of the chakras--that is man's restoration to his native state of Oneness with God . But how do
you reopen the chakras? How do you "reach up " and get ahold of God ?

Through the ages, man has tried, through yoga, through "good works" and charity, through drugs, through
Kundalini, through aestheticism and-monasticism and a thousand other ism 's, to somehow "get" or earn One-
ness with God . But the way is strewn with the hones of those who tried, and they take birth again and ye t
again to try new and different ism's . And the wheel of karma ground on and on, perpetuating the Luciferian
Experiment .

But there is only one way to God . And that is to love God above any other love . And then the chakras ope n
automatically . When you begin with the pure love for God, and fervently want to be a surrendered vessel o f
God, the chakras open like flowers blooming in the spring rain. You don't have to force the chakras, as you
do in many yogis and spiritual disciplines . Pure love, pure devotion to God, is the highest way . But it doesn't
come cheap. Often it costs all else in life, even your closest kin and friends. Very often it costs all your ego an d

self-esteem . Serving the Great Self most always requires the crucifixion of the little self . This is the cost of bein g
a fully-surrendered vessel of the Cosmic One . It permits you to sever all karmic ties to the world, and often de-
mands that you do. This is because "this world" is an artificial system apart from God, and God is not involve d

in the affairs of "this world" . (True, "this world" contains the polarities of good and evil, and good does de -

rive from God . But the true state of Oneness is above the duality of "this world", and is therefore beyon d

karma.) As Christ told his disciples, "Leave your nets (of karma) and fellow me" . God is not harnessed even
to the "good" of this world . But a true disciple is harnessed to God, and must be prepared to follow the
Higher Reality even when it appears evil in the sight of the world . "This world" is not the Real world .



So to the question, "What is God"? . there can be as many answers as there are disciples . God has many
faces, and each face is God . What is your concept of God? Is it the High Self of every human, who is simul-
taneously the Self of the Cosmos, just as the image in a camera is of the outside scene? Perhaps you see Go d
best in the beauty of nature, or in the stars, or in the crashing surf . Perhaps the voice of God speaks to you
on the peal of the summer thunder, or in the song of a bird . Maybe the flight of an eagle lifts your soul int o
rapture .

God is the All . All that is in its natural, unspoiled form, all that has not been marred by the greed of th e
Luciferian consciousness, is God, to the eye that can see .

'The beauty of a woman, the perfection of all her parts, and the cosmic glory of lovemaking can be th e
ultimate experience of God .

The human mind or human speech cannot begin to encompass God or to define God, Each seeker, ever y
soul who would know Reality, must find his or her own best concept of God . And to that God must be add-
ressed the fervent prayer : "not my will but Thine be done". And there must be the willing ness to !et go of al l
that is not God if need be. That is the first step on the road to Reality . Until there is this first step of pure
surrender, karma must go on, and the wheel of rebirth will roll on and on .

Very often when the heart truly yieids in pure surrender, there comes a touch, an anointing, as though fro m
an angel hand, right on the top of the head . Sometimes this "touch" is hardly noticeable and may not be reg-
arded as significant. But it is the Crown Chakra trying to ignite . Signals from the heart of the universe are try -
ing to tap through. This touch may seem just too simple or too subtle to mean anything . But God first come s
as a "still small voice", buried under the din an cacophony of the outer world . And the chakras first begin to
open as a "still small touch". We. are concerned here primarily with the 8th, cr Crown Chakra (not to be con-
fused with the `thousand petaled lotus', which is the 7th chakra .) Many other gurus and teachings specializ e
in the lower chakras (up to the 7th) .

The 8th chakra is the "Bliss at the top of the head". This current will rise in waves as it builds up, and wil l
flow and cascade down over the whole body, like gushes from a cosmic fountain . As you yield and surrender
into this Bliss, mentalizing the concept "not my will but Thine be done", you are actually communicatin g
with the universe, with God . The universe hears the concept of what your mind is saying, though not the actua l
words. If the universe hears a call of pure, surrendered devotion, it will answer back . It answers in concepts ,
which flash back into the mind, and the mind translates into words or speech . When this Cosmic Contact is
established, it is a direct, 2-way "telephone link" to the heart of God . (To a Buddhist, who does not believe
in a Cosmic Deity, the "link" would simply be to the `Higher Self' within .) Whether to the Higher Self or th e
Cosmic Self, the `link' is to God, and direct communication, or Enlightenment takes place .
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The curren t r going through the top of the head may rise to intensities that seem nearly overwhelming, an d
for this reason is sometimes called the `Higher Orgasm' . In this type of Enlightenment, it is the Crown Chakr a
that opens first, and then the energy works downward, clicking the lower chakras into resonance . This is i n
contrast to other methods, which begin with the lower chakras, trying to work upward .

When the ehakras fall into resonance, there is an in-flow of energy from the various planes of the universe ,
which, under perfect atonement, will eliminate all need for physical food or sustenance . Net physical strength
and stamina increase, the mind and senses become honed and heightened, and you experience the native ,
natural state of man, the way it was in the Beginning .

A devotee who experiences this state may try to carry it back into the world, and may find that it will no t
function in the world. He may find, after several attempts, that the Light of God is not meant for "this world" ,
but is meant only for bringing in the Real World and doing away with "this world" altogether . It may take
several attempts, lighting the chakra and then losing it, to learn to `let go' and let the Christ-Experience lead
where it may. This channel had several heart s breaking attempts like this, before learning to "let go and le t
God ". The Crown Chakra will stay lit once you let . God have His own way .

Sometimes the current through the Crown Chakra, during its peak intensities, causes a crackling, gritting
sensation in the vertebra of the neck, but this goes away after awhile. The energy is "clearing the circuits "
through long-unused channels . -

Some of the writings of the American guru Bubba Free John are worthwhile reading, particularly concern -
ing the surrender to the "Bliss at the top of the head" . This is 8th plane material . Some of Free John's othe r
teachings may not appeal to entities, but there is much Light that can be gleaned from Free John's channel . *

So what is God? No single answer, or a million answers, can ever adequately tell .
Perhaps the answer is this: God is whatever your heart is set on, whatever you truly feel you couldn't liv e

without . Your "god" may be your money, your prestige, your family, your home and possessions . Or, God
may be the One who is causal to all that appears to be. If this One is the single Reality that you cannot live
without, to whom you will surrender all else, then you ARE an embodied vessel of that One . And by direc t
perception, through your own Inner Knowing, you will have your own answer to "What is God?" .

Woofs, of i '

"The address of }3,zbba Free john's book is liste d

on t c last page of `Letters from Fain' No. 8.
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CONCERNING Tile "BIG PERSON"OF GO D

The totality of God could never be comprehended by the 6 senses except through metaphor and symbol .
That's why religions pictured God as a "big person" . What they couldn't understand intellectually they ha d
to picture symbolically . And their love for Deity had to be directed to this imaginary "Big Pelson" . But that

	

-me

didn't make it any less real .
The consciousness of the Universe, which ebbs and flows across the vastness of space, is duplicated in its

entirety in the human being. The human is the "miniature" of the Universe, the actual form of the Unformed .
Working down through all the "planes" or vibration-rates, the Universe develops the forms that eventuall y

appear in dense matter. But even that dense matter, vibrating at the slowest and lowest rate, contains withi n
it, all the vibration-rates of the Universe . The higher rates simply appear as finer and finer grids of waves, i n
between the atoms of matter . These finer systems of waves, that interpenetrate matter and fill ail of space ,
are the substance of the "ether", or non-physical . Yet they are the vehicles of mind, psyche, spirit, etc .

So the imaginary `Rig Person ' is actually the Consciousness embodied in man himself, identical to and reso -
nating to the Consciousness of the Co mos .

The same light that shines through the shutter of a movie projector also illumines the screen ; the only def .
erence is in the "stepping down" of the image from a macro cosmic to micro cosmic level . That's sort of a
hazy analogy .

The key to understanding this "stepping-down" action lies in the speed of light and its higher ranges of
velocity, which form the planes of Hyperapace or "heaven" . They are identical to the vibration-rates of mind,
psyche, spirit, etc., which appear in man. (That manuscript "8 of Infinity" explains this in much greater
detail.)*

	

****** **** _***:; **********

The subject of death has been a source of untold an d
needless confusion to the human race . The separation from
the physical body that occurs in so-called "death" is in reality
no more a mystery than the separation of a butterfly from its
cocoon .or of a baby from the womb. Does the fetus "d i e" when
it leaves the womb? Or does the caterpillar "die" just because i t
becomes a butterfly ?

Our modern "enlightened", scientific age, which denies the metaphysical side of reality, is the source of the
stupid and unnecessary fears connected with icavi .g the body. Our stalwart age of "science" has emancipated
us from the superstitions of bygone times ; but our "science" so-called has itself become the superstition . Our
"science", dressed in a tuxedo and sporting an armload of PI'!D's, has become the harbinger of ignorance an d
fear . It is a false science, because it deals only in effects. It deals only with the physical world while denying
the metaphysical . And. the metaphysical is the car pe of all that appears in the physical . The causal world, the
root-source of this world of effects, is what "science" refuses to look at . And that is why a science that deals
in effects only has to be relegated to the category of superstition . In not considering both sides of reality, pres-
ent-day science is a stooge and a charlatan, irrespective of the great "advances" it has made in the world of
effects. And the ignorance and tear of death is one of the "sifts" of modern science . An Aboriginal tribesma n
knows more about Reality than all of modern "science" put together . That tribesman lives iiii contact with the
causal world, which is the Source of all that still mystifies science . And to the Aborigine, "death" holds no ,
mystery or fear. He knows that this body is just. a temporary husk for' a short: sojourn here on the earth . And
then upon putting aside the husk, he returns to the world he came from, the great Dreamtime out among th e
lights in the sky . The tribesman never lost contact with Reality, because he never got corrupted with the "en-
lightenment" of so-called civilization and science . "This world", which has come to be accepted as reality by
most of the human race, is a stupid and idiotic illusion . And 'this world's' concepts of death are some of th e
stupidest of its illusions .

First off, there is no such thing as "death" . This is a Universe of Life . '; here is only life . When life completes
a cycle of existence in one form, it moves on to another, sometimes leaving behind a husk or a "shell" that i t
carried for its development in one stage. That shell may be a cocoon, an embryonic sac from the womb, an ol d
tree trunk, a sea shell, or a human body . But the Life, the living entity that inhabited those forms, never dies .
And leaving the old form should be no more traumatic or mysterious than taking off an overcoat.

f At this point this channel would like to acknowledge and praise the work of Dr . Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
and Dr. Raymond Moody for their pioneering work in understanding the "death" experience . These entities ,
working under the scrutiny of their colleagues in orthodox science and psychology, have "parted the veil" an d
revealed the reality of the Other Side of Life . Their finding, as revealed by thousands of clinical cases of
patients who have "returned", show the universality of life both in this world . and the next. This channel woul d

(°A very long manuscript of Bill's which CAC plans to publish in the future},
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heartily recommend the reading of these entities works .` I'he book, The Tiger's Fang, by the ECK Master Sri
Paul Twitcheli is also an excellent treatise on the "many mansions " of reality on the other side. The Tibetan
Book of the Great Liberation* is also excellent . A reading celled "A Journey up Through the Planes" by thi s
channel (Bill) is also recommended . ]

So what actually happens when an entity leaves the temple of clay for the journey back to the causal sid e
of reality? At the present stage of human unfoldment, about SO to 90 percent of all entities go no farther tha n
the astral plane or 2nd plane . There, they dwell  astral body in an environment patterned very much like
the earth-plane familiar to humanity at large . The astral world, composed of substance of 8 times finer mesh
than the physical, is home to the great bulk of the human race between embodiments. The astral world extends
upward from the earth's physical surface a score of miles or so, as the so-called Astral Sphere of the planet .

More evolved entities (the 10-20/ minority), upon leaving the physical form, shed their astral body as well .
They discard this astral shell in the same sense as they did the physical . They are now in the Mental body, mad (
of substance 8 times finer than the astral . In this finer body, they can travel on up to the Mental plane or 3r d
sphere of the planet, which lies several hundred miles out into space . This is a much vaster domain than th e
astral sphere, and is made up of pure mind-substance. The environment is created and patterned by the mind s
of the entities dwelling on this plane . It reflects their more-evolved consciousness . It contains beautiful land-
scapes and great bodies of water and teems with friendly, unfearing animals and birds of all kinds . The human
entities there have established many institutions, temples, and Halls of Learning. There are great museums ,
halls of inventions, and musical symphonic halls dotting the length and breadth of this realm . The "heavenl y
cities" of most orthodox religions are found here .

Three excellent books dealing specifically with the 3rd or Mental plane are these:
"Here And Hereafter", "Life in the World Unseen", "More About Life in the World Unseen" . These

are all by the same author, Anthony Borgia . They are excellent works .
ED 's Note : For Years CAC was able co obtain these three books, but we have been informed they are out of print . They are published i n

England . I;fowever, certain spiritualist publications and groups may still have copies for sale . Also book finders may be able to locate ,

The 4th plane or "Etheric" domain is of a substance 8 times,finerr in mesh than the Mental, yet interpen-
etrates the Mental just as the Mental interpenetrates the Astral (and the Astral the physical) . But the Etheri c
also extends far out into space, in a sphere encompassing the orbit of the moon . This extremely vast, ether-
ealized domain is the home of very evolved entities . They shed their Astral and Mental bodies between incar-
nations, retaining only the Ftheric . In the Etheric body, they dwell here on the 4th plane sometimes for thou-
sands of years of earth-time, and are often visited by Masters and Adepts from the planes beyond the 4th . The
denizens of the 4th plane, when they embody on the earth, are the true Saints and workers of charity an d
loving service in the karmic world . They are the Earth's great Overcorners and masters in the arena of karma .
Although they are not technically Avatars since they are still under karma, they rank alongside the true Ava-
tars in this world simply by virtue of their purity and holiness . In this sense, this channel classes them as Ava-
tars. They embodied from a very high realm, which, though not entirely karmaless, may he considered as a
"God-Realm" . That is the 4th plane, the Etheric sphere of the planet .

So far, does "death" still have any meaning to you? The very concept of "death" is so utterly meaningless
and stupid that it should be struck out of the dictionary, and will be in the New Age . There is nothing in thi s
Universe that is not Life, and Life only changes from one form or mode of expression to another . Life does
not "die", and cannot die .

A funeral or a wake is an exercise in absurdity and foolishness . The dirge ; the sadness and grief, are all so
needless and unwarranted'. In many cases, the "deceased" is right there in the funeral parlor in the astral ,
vainly yelling to dense, unhearing ears, "Hey you guys, I'm not dead . feel right, here! What's all this silly fuss
about, anyway?"

In many cases, a family's grief over a departed loved one becomes a psychic bondage, a virtual chain o f
imprisonment to the entity, and prevents him or her from going on into those areas where he's supposed t ogo. Grief over a departed entity is SELFISHNESS . It is possessive, unmitigated selfishness to grieve or hol d
onto an entity this way, and is a terrible disservice and bondage to the entity ,

In the Unity Magazine put out by the Unity movement, there was an article called "Angel Tears" . It was
about a little girl who had crossed over, and her father's grief was so great that the little girl was locked i n
limbo, unable to progress on. She was finally forced to appear to her dad in astral vision, and told him ,
"Daddy, don't cry for me any more . I can't go and be with the angels if you hold on to me this way ." The
vision was so profound that it broke the man's grief and he did let her go, full of new-found assurance of th e
reality of life on the Other Side . There is a saying, "If you truly love something, let it go . If it comes back ,it's yours. If not, it never was . "

And this saying is profoundly true concerning "death" and our relationship to the one who has crosse d
over . Untold damage and misery is heaped onto departed entities by the selfish, possessive grief of entities o n
"this side", If you truly love the departed one with an unselfish love, let him or her go . Wish them Godspeed
and blessing and happiness in their new home. That is the only way to express love to a departed entity . We'l l
meet them again, anyway, when we cross over .

" CAC stocks most of these books, The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation,, $5 .95. Dr, Moody's books, " life After Lif e " ,32 .75 ; " Reflection son Life After Life", $1 .95 ; Elizabeth Kubler•ltoss's books, "Death, the Final Stage of Growti ;",52 .95 ; On Death and Dying", $2 .45 ;"To Live Until We Say Good-Bye", $5 .95 .
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Funerals desperately need to be abolished from this plane, and will be . They are a hold-over from an age of
dark ignorance and superstition, and this ignorance is perpetuated in the guise of "enlightened" science . A
"Departure Service" for the departed one should replace the dark and ignorant funeral . An entity 's time of
crossing over is a happy, festive time . He has "graduated" from another round of learning, and has gone bac k
home for a sabbatical and rest, a well-earned "R & R" from the wheel of embodiment, . 'This is the spirit of th e
true Departure Service. It's an occasion that should be just as happy and festive (if not more so) as a birthday .

Entities on this plane desperately need to wake up to the true facts surrounding the illusion called `death' .
Not only can they save themselves much unneeded grief, but they can, more importantly, do great service t o
loved ones on the Other Side . Sending them happiness and joy and blessing is the greatest service we can render .

So far this reading has dealt with life in the 4 lower planes, the so-called "4 quadrants of Mater" . Mind an d
matter, icing different densities of the same thing, make up these 4 realms known esoterically as "Earth,
Water, Air and Fire ."

	

I . PHYSICAL PLANE dt "EARTH "
2 . ASTRAL PLANE- "WATER "
31 RENTAL PLANE ,- "AIR "
4 . E HERIC PLANE a "FIRE "

Part 2 of this reading will deal with the 4 upper planes, the realms of Spirit, which are truly the Causa l
planes to all below . The Cosmic Mystery of "death" and sex will be integrated in Part 2, and will demonstrat e
that even in the Cosmic Dissolution, the so-called "Night of Brahma", there is truly no such thing as death .
The `Yugas' or Cycles of Brahma are only the changing of old creation into new . There is only the transform-
ing of one cycle of life into another, even on the . rahmic, Cosmic scale . And man has a heritage in infinity
that transcends even the cycles of Brahma .

THE UNREALITY OP 'DEATH' (Part 2)

-h, ice --_

Part 1 ; of this reading dealt with the 4 lower planes of reality, the so-called "4 quadrants of Matter" which
make up the physical and psychic worlds . This is the realm governed by the Law of Karma, and entities livin g
on any of these 4 lower planes are subject to reincarnation .

It was demonstrated that entities of the 4th plane level of consciousness are the giants and overconzers, the
true Saints and champions of the karmic world . When these entities' karmic mastery exceeds 51% of thei r
total karma, they are eligible to become Ascended Masters of the planes beyond the 4th . These true Master s
of karma, in the Ascension, still must absolve their residual karma through Grace, or conditionless surrende r
to God . Thus they are freed from the 4 lower planes and go on to the planes of Spirit to take their appointe d
seats in the Hierarchy or "Great White Brotherhood" . Such Masters as St . Francis, the Apostle Paul, and George
Washington gained their Ascension from the ranks of the 4th plane giants .

The actual `home turf' of the 4th plane is a sphere surrounding the planet and reaches out approximatel y
as far as the orbit of the moon .

Entities of the 4th sphere are able to travel to all the other planets of our solar system . Thus it is said tha t
heir field of influence encompasses the solar system . It is still centered on the home planet however, and is
still karmicaily bound to the planet . Thus even the 4th-plane entities are bound to reembodhnent until the y
come under the higher law of Grace, which frees them from all karma .

The absolute and profound reality of life on the higher spheres---ie ., the Astral, Mental, and Etherie . should
he a source of comfort and reassurance to entities of the physical plane . The reality of reincarnation and th e
continuity of life between embodiments should be recognized and taught by all clergy, scientists, and psycho -
'ogists . If it were, entities on this plane would have a much clearer grasp of Reality, and they would be free o f
the dread and superstition connected with "death" .

Western Christianity became the perpetrator of the "death" hoax primarily at the Council of Nicea in th e
cst)s Century . T'ne Justinian-Theodora edicts kicked the teachings of reincarnation out of the Bible for th e
simple reason that reincarnation clashed with the Roman Emperors' claim to deity . So the "Christian" doctrine
denying reincarnation became the official teaching of the church, and this teaching has prevailed to this day i n
all of orthodox Christianity . This belief in no reincarnation became the great superstition that modern `science'
perpetuated all the more . Science itself, purporting to know the nature of reality through observation o f
effects, became the Great Superstition all dressed up in modern garb . But modern science, which is only a
pseudo-science, only an extension of the same reasoning that declared the earth to be flat, only served to perpet-
uate the medieval ignorance concerning "death" . And the Great Superstition continued unabated, and is just
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beginning to to be pierced by the pioneering work of entities such ac Elizabeth Kubler-Ross and Dr . Moody.
These entities work within the framework of orthodox science itself, which makes their work all the mor e
significant in terms of breaching the superstitions of "science" .

Just the knowledge of reincarnation and the 4 lower planes, the knowledge that our loved ones are no t
"dead" and that we will meet them again should be firmly taught on this plane . This alone would dispel th e
appalling ignorance and fear surrounding the change called "death" .

Now. The Law of Grace, which is pure, conditionless surrender to God, is the "instant Liberty", the freedor,
from all karma and rebirth forever more. It is available to all entities regardless of their level of karmic mastery .
Entities of low karmic mastery (less than 51%) can gain the Ascension purely by Grace, which is the breakin g
of all karmic ties in pure surrender to God . Grace was the radically-new teaching that Jesus brought to the
Jewish people that could have freed them once and for all from the national karma that had hounded the m
from ancient times . The Apostles of Jesus later expanded Grace to include all of the non-Jewish world . Cent-
uries before the time of Jesus, Krishna brought the same teaching to India under the name of Bhakti-yoga, o r
Pure Devotion to God .

Grace or Bhakti frees an entity from karma, frees him or her from all ties to the home planet, and permit s
Ascension into the karmaless realms of Spirit, Entities who ascend in this manner, even though they are no t
Masters or overcomers in the karmic arena, are freed forever from rebirth . They become the Wanderers or
`Star Children' of the high planes of Celestria . Their plane of Ascension can be of the 5th, 6th, 7th, or eve n
the 8th. It depends solely on the fervency of their love for God . As Jesus said, "He who is forgiven muc h
loveth much". Love, pure toward God, is the key to Ascension even when the entity is not a master of karma .
The Star Children do not hold seats in the Hierarchy, even though they may ascend to a higher plane tha n
many levels of the Hierarchy . This is the spirit of the scripture that says, "The first shall be last and the las t
(or least) shall be first". 1 Rhyee ascended to the 8th plane purely by Grace . ]

The vast karmaless realms of Hyperspace or Celestria are explained more fully in the reading called " A
Journey Up Through the Planes", and need not be repeated here . The 4 planes of Spirit, culminating in th e
8th plane, are the birthright and heritage of all entities . And more than this, all humans are heirs to the vast-
ness of infinity beyond the 8 planes .

Brahma is the deity of the 8th plane . And Brahma is a subordinate deity to man, as Krishna plainly taugh t
in the l3hagavad-Gita . Brahma is also the "Father" of most religious traditions . But when human entities awak e
en to their fullest potential as heirs of Infinity, they see Brahma as He really is .

Brahma is OUR L MVERSE. There is an aspect of Brahma that undergoes creation and dissolution in the
so-called life and "death" of Brahma. In communing with Brahma, you can contact that aspect of the'Univer-
sal Consciousness that actually laments its own dissolution .

All that exists at any point in time, all that makes up the collective Consciousness of Brahma, is transitory
and temporal, like waves marching across a pond . And it is that portion, that aspect of the Consciousness o f
the Universe, that feels itself to be mortal and subject to creation and dissolution.

This channel would like to point out that this is an illusion . Like the "death" of the physical body of man ,
the so-called `death' of Brahma is only a metamorphosis from one form of life to another . Man never dies ,
even though he may pass from one experience to another in different embodiments . And likewise, Brahm a
never dies, even though the experiences that make up the collective consciousness of Brahma do arise an d
abide and pass away . And new experience, new realities, arise in place of the old within the allness of Brahma .
It's like an entity who passes from the 1st to the 2nd grade. He "dies" as a 1st grader, and he may lament an d
mourn his "death" as a 1st grader . But he has not "died" at all, but merely moved on to new experience and
new frontiers . The illusion of the "death" of Brahma is like this . And the death of man is likewise purely an
illusion . Man can actually chide Brahma for this needless lamenting of the illusion of "death" .
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In the Primal Particle at the core of the Universe is found the secret of life and "death" . Old, inbound mat-
erial is devoured through the poles of the Primal Particle in the thermonuclear--sexual "orgasm" that explodes
again as a new creation . This is the continuously-running thermonuclear "Engine" that powers and sustain s
the whole Universe . It is the simultaneous "death" and reborning of old creation into new . The so-called `Night
of Brahma' or. `death of Brahma' is not "death" at all . It is not the cessation of existence at all, which th e
word "death" implies . It is only the metamorphosis, the changing of experience, the passing away of old an d
the reborning of the new in the continuous stream of Life and Consciousness . Brahma does not die at all, eve n
though an aspect of Brahma's consciousness feels that it does . It is only the dying to old experience and the
reborning to new experience in the eternal Lifestream that is the Universe .

Creation and Dissolution, the 2 poles of life, run continuously and simultaneously, entering and exiting th e
Primal Particle in the eternal union of Alpha and Omega, the Father and Mother, the Beginning and the End .
Yet there is no beginning or end to life and existence. There is only the continuously-interchanging Poles of
life, the reborning of new creation for the experience of life and the dissolving of old creation that has served
its purpose as a vehicle of life. But life itself is eternal, and never dies . Only the forms and vehicles arise an d
abide and pass away . And the physical body of man is a reflection. of this . it is only a temporary vehicle for
the expression of life . And that life, the living entity that is man, lives forever and inhabits Eternity . Man has
a heritage far greater than Brahma. For man is a denizen of Infinity, a native of the realms beyond the S planes
of Brahma.

So in considering the matter of "death", we can truthfully say that no such thing exists, not can exist . There
is only Life. And though that life may pass from one experience to another and move through many plane s
and dimensions of Reality, Life can never die . No human entity can ever die (except by self-willed exile in th e
astral planes of Limbo . And even that is not a permanent condition) .

This channel would like to be facetious for a moment and say this : If you want to believe in "death", the n
there is only one condition that can possibly fit the definition of the word . And that is maya, the belief in an
existence apart from God . The descent into the consciousness of "this world", cut off from conscious contac t
with the Cosmos, is the only possible "death" that there is . The condition of loving the things of "this world"
in place of loving God . is the only "death" that there can be .

A society predicated on an existence apart from God is a society rooted in "death" . The mesmerized, zom-
bie-like consciousness of this world' of the walking dead is the only thing that can fit the description .

But the New Age, the return to God under the Law of Grace, is the Resurrection of man foretold in th e
Bible . The return to Cosmic Consciousness in Pure Surrender to the Great Self, is the only true life of roan .
It: is what the Bible calls the passage from `death' into life, the raising up of the Christ, the True Self, in every
human entity .

So "death" is only a metaphor for maya . That is the only "death" that there is in this Universe of Life .

Ail Illustrations in this reading are done by B M
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" THIS WORLD "

ALIEN TO THIS PLANET

To the people of earth, the term 'alien' has come to mea n
extra-terrestrial, or non-indigenous to the planet earth . But th e
truth is, the ENTIRE SOCIETY AND CIVILIZATION UPO N
THIS PLANET IS ALIEN TO THIS PLANET.

Think on that for a moment .
In the original Pure state of man, when he walked in Oneness with God, the earth upon which he walke d

was also pure and natural . The earth was unspoiled and unraped and unravaged, because she was regarded b y
man as sacred and holy . Man knew t ;he earth as the Womb of Life, the very Mother-Side of God, just as th e
Aborigines and "primitive" people still do today . Think of how the earth was when God walked fully cons-
cious here as Adam and Eve--the very Sons and Daughters of Infinity--how they tended and kept the land an d
lived in harmony with nature . In the dim-past annals of Akasha, it is recorded that the earth itself glowe d
softly in Cosmic Light, a light energized by the consciousness of human entities dwelling here .

And then came the "fall"---when the Alien Force entered the consciousness of man .
The Alien Force is the separative ego. It is the idea of man-apart-from-God . It is the Luciferian Experiment ,

which pulled man ever-downward into the bizarre and unnatural dream-state in which he finds himself now .
And so man, not God, is the creator of this society and civilization--'this world' of the 20th Centuray A .D.
"This world" is alien and foreign to this planet . It is alien and foreign to the normal and natural Consciousnes s
of man. That is why True Consciousness does not recognize "this world" as the Real world . True Conscious-
ness says, "No, 'this world' must end and shall end."

Not even the greatest Saints and the mightiest. Overcomers of 'this world' are entirely free of 'this world's '
karma. And as long as there is karma, 'this world', the world of man separate from God, goes on . So karma
must end . The separative ego must end. The idea of God and man must end . That is the ending of the Dark
Force and the banishing of the alien consciousness from the earth. It is the transcending Grace of the Law of
the One--man's Pure Surrender back into God.

Cosmic Awareness has said that entities need to become balanced at all levels of development–the physical ,
the mental, and the spiritual . And that is precisely why 'this world', this alien, artificial, unnatural, ego-centered
consciousness has to be banished from this planet . Only then can there be balanced, natural development o f
the body, mind, and soul . Such development is impossible in 'this world' .

Entities who are truly God-Realized walk as freaks and outcasts in 'this world' . But now is the time for the
rising of this world .. this alien perverted world into God-Realization . This is the destruction of the antichrist--
the death of the separative ego on this planet and the restoration of man to his native state as God incarnate .
For even as the earth glowed in Light in the beginning, she will shine again, only brighter now by far—as sh e
illuminates the heavens as the glorious Freedom Star .

INTERCESSION AND HYPERTIM E

The 'Eternal Now' of Akasha has been referred to as the 'spiritual airplane' from which you can look down
and see past and future extending in both directions. And you look at the "present" and see it as just a singl e
point running along the 'railroad track' of time. The 'spiritual airplane' of Higher Consciousness is Hypertime ,
the Eternal Now .

Time, just like space, has 8 planes, or 'dimensions' . Time and space are the 2 polarities, the 2 reciprocals o f
all Creation. As you ascend the planes of consciousness, you tap into more and more expansive domains o f
space and more and more expansive domains of time as well . As you go up in your 'spiritual airplane', yo u
can see farther and farther into the past and future ; it's just like going up in a physical airplane---you can see
farther and farther over the horizons . The higher you go in Hyperspace and Zlypertime, the more irrelevan t
"the present" becomes . Finally, in the 8th plane of Consciousness, you see the beginning and the end of tim e
itself--the "Birth and Death of Brahma" in the thermonuclear fireball of the Primal Particle .

From your vantage point in Hypertime, you can look down and assess all the switches and alternative route s
that can be selected for time to follow. And by taking physical birth, you actually gain acess to the ",-witch
handles" for re-routing the 'train' of time . This is essentially the way Intercession works . The first phase o f
Intercession may be "computer controlled" by pre-programming. But then your Awakening must come whil e
you're still in embodiment, or else there's no way you can return to the realm you came from . Your Awaken-
ing also puts you consciously back in Hypertime (as well as Hyperspace), and you consciously understand wha t
you're doing in the earth . Your intuition, your Inner Voice tells you, drawing directly from Akasha .

'The Avatars who came in to do the Great Intercession truly volunteered for the rottenest, stinkingest ,
dirtiest job of cesspool-cleaning in all the Cosmos . Many are the angels and Cosmic Beings who wouldn' t
touch this place with a. 20-foot pole . They prefer to do what they can from their nice, safe vantage point, un-
touched by the muck and the slime and the offal of this cosmic cesspool . But the Avatars came down from
that comfort and safely of Home, and DID something—something that could only be done by putting on th e
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"diving suit", and diving down here where they :Youth actually "throw the switches" and re-route this 'v or c
upward into the Resurrection . The Avatars bore the incredible karmic backlash that this world should'v e
bore itself . And because the Avatars bore the karma of this world's liberalism, its greed, its crime, and it s
hate, this world still exists here in the year of our Lord 1981 . And that is why this channel shall violentl y
oppose those philosophies which almost destroyed the world and cost the Avatars so much in pain and suffer-
ing .

In the conscious Awakening now of the Avatars, the significance of Hypertime or the Eternal Now come s
into play as never before. When you awake in Consciousness, when the chakra open, WHAT YOU DECREE
IS ESTABLISHED AS FACT. In the Awakened state, you dwell in the Eternal Now, and by your decree, yo u
have thrown the switch re-routing events to that fulfillment . Because you are also in flesh, the energy of you r
decree connects directly into the energy-patterns of this plane, rather than filtering down from ratified stations
of the Hiearchy . That is why the embodied Avatar, when he is Awake, wields the most powerful magic on thi s
plane. And that is why the entire Avataric Company MUST now awaken---to begin Phase 2 of the missio n
we came here for .

"The earth is ascended and free"-- .present tense--.it is established as fact . It matters not one whit that i t
hasn't manifested on the visible level yet---it is still established as fact . When you mail a letter, you "address ' '
it . It doesn't matter. that the letter may take 2 days to get to the addressee . Your letter to him is still estab-
lished as fact . The letter IS . in the same way, whatever is "addressed" or decreed in Hypertime or the Eterna l
Now, IS established as fact. On the mundane level, it may take X number of days or weeks or years to manif-
est visibly . But that is irrelevant . It still IS . It is established as fact . It is decreed in Hypertime by God--by th e
Avatar---by man awake in Consciousness .

Sometimes even without a conscious Awakening the Avatars energize events in Hypertime. This happened
in Dr. l3eter's "Skoptsi" symbolism. The motive and intent of the heart, if it is pure, is decreed as fact using
allegory and symbol of the outer mind . Thus Dr. Beter's statement, "The Skoptsis have taken over Russia "
meant at the level of Reality : "Christ has taken over the world". And that is the event that was energized in
Hypertime by Dr. Beter .

Decreeing in Hypertime is the so-called "thine-warp" or time-jump referred to in previous readings .

But in the conscious Awakening, the outer mind knows what is going on at the Superconseious level, an d
there is no confusion and misunderstanding like there was in Dr . Beter`s channeiings.* (Actually, Providenc e
allowed that confusion, as a lesson in perceiving the nature of allegory . The lessons in unravelling the `Skop-
tsis' mystery should stand as an example in all future cases of allegory) .

So the motive of the heart must be pure . And the outer mind must be fully yielded to the intent of th e
heart . Then mind and Spirit function in harmony . The natural craving of the human spirit is to return to God ,
to the Source. And the only legitimate use of the mind is to serve as the channel of God here in . the matter-
plane . There is no other valid use of the mind or senses .

When the mind and Spirit are fully in harmony, then God can use the mind for decreeing His will in th e
affairs of the world. God may use the mind to decree such events as these :"The earth is ascended and free" .

"The Rothschilds are repenting and being forgiven . "
"The Avatars are awakening" .
"The Light Workers and Saints and anointed ones are awakening" .
"Light is infusing the earth ., at all levels of consciousness ".
"The Robotoids and all puppet leaders are under the Light Force" .
"Christ is risen in the consciousness of man "
"Christ is born in the manger of earth".

As these decrees are anchored in the highest plane of Mind (4th, or Etheric), they are simultaneousl y
anchored in the Etheric plane of tlse planet . There, they irradiate and bathe the planet with healing and Light ,
purifying and uplifting the mass minds and karmic elemeatals of all the earth's cultures and societies . All th e
divergent factions and camps are thew raised out of their warring and fighting and karma, into the Clear Light .

This is all done by decreeing PRESENT TENSE in the Eternal Now of Hypertime . And then IT IS .

The decrees mutt he continuously renewed and strengthened and nourished by daily rites of meditatio n
and magic . And like any seedling or young plant, they must not be neglected . The negative momentums stil l
operating in the world are the "tares" and the 'weeds' that: must not be allowed to encroach on the decrees of
Light. Most importantly, we do not "attack" the tares and the weeds. Rather, we add more Light, more accel-
eration, more Love to the rites of magic every day . This is the Power of Innocence, "The Force" of Cond.it-
ionless Love, which overcomes and heals the darkest of all things . That is the Lew of the One .

:eke**
' THIS WORLD ' 4S NOT THE TRUE EART H

Some entities who have been reading these channeiings may have been confused by the term "this world" .
"This world" refers to the society, the civilization that man has set up apart from God . This channel refers to it . as the a :Mich r

world or the `plastic world' . Eastern mystics refer to it as maya, or illusion . More accurately, it is ROOTED in maya or illusion- -
rooted in separateness from God, and is therefore artificial .

When human consciousness returns to God, returns to its native Christ-state, then `this world' will be abolished . But the plane
the physical orb we call earth will be healed and cleansed of all the ravages and outrages that man has committed against it . The
planet ; the earth, is our Divine Mother, as the radians and the Aborigines well know . And in the New Age : She will he revere d
and held sacred by all who walk in flesh . Nature, the Mother-side of Deity, will be cherished as `Our Lady, our Mother, fro m
whose fertile womb all life springs in the plane of matter .
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FOR PLANETARY HEALIN G

Any entities who have been successful in opening the Crown Chakra may wish to join in doing Magic for
the healing of the earth .

This channel has found a very simple procedure involving the use of a small specially-made globe as a
"grounding" device . This is a six inch vinyl globe available from :

Hammond Globes, In .
1_l Valley S t

Maplewood, N .J. 07040
The globe is model No. 5402-8. Retail price is $8.50 phis about $3 .00 shipping . This globe is also sold in
map stores, (also some stationary and office supply stores) .

The reason that this particular globe is well-suited to healing rites is this : It has no obstructing frame over
its northern hemisphere , which permits perfectly free hand motion on the globe for developing an ethe r
vortex. Also, the vinyl composition of the globe generates a high-voltage electric field which works in con-
junction with the ether vortex .

With the Crown Chakra open, and with a deep feeling of reveranee for God and the earth, hold the littl e
globe against the heart chakra, using the left hand . This can be done either sitting or in the lotus posture, o r
lying down. If you lie down, your head should face north . And with the right hand, begin making CLOCK -
WISE rotary motions `round and `round on the little globe's northern hemisphere . Think of the globe as a
living, breathing little creature that's been badly hurt and you're soothing it and loving it and healing it . .

Let go of the `rational irisd' and all its arguments that try to say this is silly and superstitious . This is not
superstition at all but is pure science, if yo u're doing it with the Crown Chakra open . You 're using Sympath -
etic Transf eranee, which operates through the subtle, finer planes of the universe, and is just as natural as
puppy dogs and sunshine . It is not really `magic' in the ultimate sense, because all you're doing is tappin g
the higher laws of Nature and Nature's God, which have been there all along. `Magic' is only a relative term .
To those conditioned to a finite, 3-dimensional way of thinking, anything beyond the 5 senses is `magic'.

As you build up a vortex on the little globe using clockwise hand motion, what is happening is this : you
are producing an identical vortex in the etheric space of this planet . Symbol and object are One when you
do this with the Chakra open, in pure love for God and the earth . .

While doing the rotary hand motions (this can be at any s peed and manner that's comfortable, as long as
the motion is clockwise), energize concepts like these :

"The Earth is Ascended and free . "
"The Earth is risen in the Light" .
"Earth is coming biome . "
"The Earth is the Lord's and fulness thereof . "
"All Earth's dwellers are of one mind and spirit ."

The idea i.s to energize the concept of Oneness and non-duality . THERE MUST BE NO THOUGHTS OF
ATTACKING OR BEING "AGA.INS'I'ANYTHE.NG. This is very important . You are using 8th-plane Magic ,
which recognizes only pure Oneness ; it recognizes no enemy, and is not "against" anything except maya, o r
separation from God. From the 8th plane, even Rothschild and the Luciferians are our fallen brothers an d
can be restored to the Light .

You will also feel an electric charge build up on the globe (provided you're using the model specified) . This
electric charge produces "mini-lightning bolts" which shoot continuously from your fingers while doing th e
hand motions . This is likened to the Kirlian effect, but you can see and feel this energy directly . While thi s
energy appears first in the physical as ordinary static electricity ,, it also appears in the etheric . If your Crown
Chakra is open, it will also register in Hyperspace, effectively "putting" your notion out in cosmic space . Your
primary attunement is blithe 8th plane or 888, and appears also at half-octave, or 444 . 444 is also the 4th
plane, or Etheric sphere of the planet . The "bolts" shooting from your fingers appear in the Etheric body o f
the planet EXACTLY as they do on the little globe . What's more, these "bolts" are concentrated energy-link s
of Etheric light . and act as conductors for the thought-forms that you are energizing for the earth .

These initial exercises are for anchoring the energies primarily in the Etheric . The agents of 888 particularl; ,
should become adept at doing rites of this type . Then as the earth's consciousness rises to where it can accep t
greater Light, rituals will be developed for greater acceleration on the other intermediate planes as well . But
right now, we're energizing primarily at the physical, the 888, and the 444 .
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Also, "selective Light t1CLa.tnio Tc:w Le j.'shen ire ai ;) 'spot on the globe, just by focusing the ,rot:al:y° ivotho
into a spiral down into that spot . Keep the motion clockwise in the northern hemisphere, or if you're work-
ing a spot in the southern hemisphere, be sure to make the motion coonter-clockwise. The idea in these seIect-
ive treatments is to channel greater enerli i; oi: Light arl :d Jove into any s pot that needs extra attention . Aga n,
there must be no concept of attacking or destroying anything, or this will neutralize the entire ritual . The onl y
concept can be that of healing and loving and restoring all things to Christ-Consciousness—even the Lucifer-
ians .

The little globe doesn't have to be held continuously to the heart chakra if that is uncomfortable, bu t
should he held there at frequent intervals during the rite. Also, the globe can be used either in or out of it s
holder . The rotary motions are not critical, but should generally work from the pole down toward the equato r
and back up, going up and down in somewhat of a spiral manner .

The rituals can be long or short in duration, depending on your inclination and feeling for it, and on how
steadily the Crown Chakra can be held open . The deep-breathing exercises mentioned in previous reading s
help you draw very deeply and powerfully into the Crown Chalkra.

*****:******** *

EJYs Note : Most C.A.C . rnembere are participating in meditetiors and healing rituals of one kind or another. How about
including this earth healing ritual of Bill 's?Check your local map and office suppiy atoms and pick up one of the Hammond
globes bill recommends .1313{ has intdcated previously he needs all the help he can get in this global healing project . He would
also like to hear from others who are doing this particular ritual, to if enough of you out there are serious about this, pleas e
send in your name . Certain letters from bill with additional helpful hint, etc. can then be sent to you . This is a project tha t
could grow very quickly and help bring the world into a peaceful balance and harmony in a short time .

THE NATUR E

O R THE 'BEAST '

The octopus is not the Jews, not the Zionists, and not even the Rothschiids . What is it then ?
It is mays--the illusion of man separate from God . The antichrist is duality--the karmic system of man

separated from his Creator . 666 is the number of man. Not a man, but than, period . The word a does not
appear in the original text . The concept of separation from Cod---that is the meaning of 366--man's onl y
enemy.

" ED 's Note : Bill's unshakable: stance on the Skoptais ("a Divine allegory and Cosmic metaphor " with no basis in 'physical fact') has bee n
read to Cosmic Awareness for comment . Bill's channeling on this su jeet and the response from Awareness will be published to the future .

For an introduction to Gill , please refer to 'Revelations of Awareness' No . 61-2 (A Search for God) ;$3 .0O from CAC . "Letters
from Frill" has been a regular feature in the CAC Newsletters since the beginning of ;9E1 and will continue :is space permits.

" REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS" is a cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness
Communications, P .O . Sax 115, Olympia, 6'Ct~ahingtait 9a507 . (A non-profit org .ltatsb ::eriptlon rates on request .
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